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Designed by Christina Roberts, these oversized, bold door levers were inspired by the
classic Great British Motorbikes of the 1950s.

The Norton design has a heavily grooved grip, creating a tactile feel, much like grabbing the handle of a motor 
bike. The design is set on Turnstyle’s new Pipe door lever shaft and comes in four different Amalfine™ finishes, as 

well as Solid Brass. 

Detailed with complimentary classically lined caps and collars, this design is both bold and robust, making the 
perfect statement piece, available in 54 different finish and material combinations.

The Bonneville design is a derived from the Norton design, using the same Pipe shaft and caps, but with a smooth 
barrel grip, available in all of the Leather finishes, Solid Brass or Hammered brass. 

Bonneville has an impressive 75 different finish and material combinations, allowing for customisation on a very 
personalised level.  

Bonneville (Stitch Out) Recess Leather Lever 

Norton Solid Lever 

Turnstyle Designs was founded by Steve Roberts in 1992. Steve and his wife Christina work collaboratively to design some of 
the worlds most innovative decorative hardware, using a broad palette of materials and finishes including, brass, leather and

Amalfine™. Turnstyle Designs have been delivering luxury door hardware for high-end residential, commercial and yacht
projects for over 25 years. 

From hand stitched leather to individually hammered door hardware, attention to detail is found in every product made. In 
2018 they were awarded the prestigious Queen’s Award for Export and are proud supporters of 1% for the Planet. Turnstyle 

is proudly British made and manufactured in the beautiful Devon countryside. With multiple product combinations and flexi-
bility to allow  customisation, there is something for everyone. 
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